biofilm studies. Since the readout differ depending on the choice of quantification technique (Stiefel et al., 2016) , comparison of results from various biofilm studies are hampered. A biofilm cells quantification technique should be accurate, reproducible, cost-effective, simple and provide rapid results (Donlan, 2001 ). This review critically assesses the availability, suitability and limitations of various techniques for biofilm cell quantification applicable in anti-biofilm (antibiotics and disinfectants) efficacy determination and quality controls in different industries. Although the primary focus is on quantification of biofilm cells, the techniques described have other important applications in microbiology.
Colony forming unit (CFU) count technique
CFU count technique is routinely used in hospitals, food and pharmaceutical industries and microbiology laboratories for quantification of culturable microorganisms (Lin & Stephenson, 1998) . CFU count technique is widely used to gauge the suitability of most novel biofilm cells quantification techniques (Cerca et al., 2005; Freitas et al., 2014) . This is majorly because the method is highly sensitive and reliable (Cerca et al., 2005 ; Pan et al., 2014). Due to the wide application of CFU count method, studies have proposed ways of enhancing its sensitivity and specificity. For instance, Trampuz et al. (2007) reported that culturing of samples obtained from sonication of prostheses greatly increased sensitivity and specificity of CFU counts. This demonstrates that the CFU count technique can be improved by adopting suitable biofilm disruption techniques such as sonication. Furthermore, since biofilms exist mostly as multi-species communities (Burmølle et al., 2006; Beloin & Ghigo, 2005) , CFU count method can differentiate individual bacterial species in the biofilm community using bacterial colony characteristics such as morphology and colour (Jahid & Ha, 2014) . Nonetheless, the technique suffers many inherent limitations. First, the outcome of CFU count method is dependent on time and condition of incubation and aliquot dilution factor hence could give irreproducible results (Sutton, 2011) . Secondly, in most cases optimal colonies counting range varies between 25 and 400 depending on the dilution factor of the aliquot or plate size (Ben-David & Davidson, 2014) . Thirdly, CFU count method is time consuming due to long bacterial incubation hours (Speranza et al., 2014). Fourthly, the technique is only suitable for enumerating culturable bacterial species yet over 98% of bacteria in the environment (biofilm included) are unculturable (Stewart, It is widely accepted that bacterial biofilms are overly resistant to antibiotics, host immunity and disinfectants. Biofilms develop on various food-processing surfaces hence pose major risks in food industries. Biofilms serve as protective niches for pathogens in food and water thus enhance transmission of food borne pathogens. Furthermore, biofilms are implicated in medical implant infections. The serious problems associated with bacterial biofilms in food, biomedical and environmental fields have stimulated active research on biofilms for over two decades. Biofilm cells quantification is important in many research applications especially in anti-biofilm efficacy studies and quality controls in many industries. However, to date there is no consensus on which technique is most suitable for quantifying bacterial biofilm cells. This apparent lack of a standard technique has hindered effective comparison of results from different bacterial biofilm studies since each technique has a unique readout. Furthermore, it appears that the choice of a biofilm cells quantification technique is largely a matter of convenience and availability of a technique. This may introduce biasness. Consequently, this review critically assesses the availability, suitability and limitations of different techniques for quantifying biofilm cells. This could inform better control and management of bacterial biofilms in environmental and clinical settings.
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2012; Streit & Schmitz, 2004) . Moreover, most biofilm cells exist in viable but non-culturable (VBNC) state (Li et al., 2014) . VBNC are living cells that have temporarily lost ability to grow on routine media (Oliver, 2000 (Kühl et al., 2007) . This suggests that metabolic assays may underestimate cell counts in mature bacterial biofilms since only biofilm cells in the regions receiving adequate nutrients and oxygen supply will be quantified. Moreover, the quantity of metabolite produced during a metabolic assay depends on the number of bacteria thus, threshold detectable signal levels may not be reached if bacterial population is small (Welch et al., 2012) (Tab 2). (Postollec et al., 2011) . Secondly, qPCR is highly sensitive implying that the output is significantly affected by minor variations at the sample preparation or amplification stages (Sohier et al., 2014) . Thirdly, there is no clearly agreed protocol for performing experiments and interpreting qPCR data making comparisons difficult (Bustin, 2009 ; Boyer and Combrisson, 2013). Like PMA-qPCR, qPCR without PMA technique also require expensive qPCR reagents, equipment and highly skilled personnel (França et al., 2012) . Furthermore, challenges of sample preparation, primer design, optimization and interpretation of results also limit qPCR application (Pantanella et al., 2013) . In the recent years, next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have been developed and utilized in studies to understand biofilms' cellular activities, relationship between essential genes in biofilm formation and biofilm community structures (Franklin et al., 2015) . NGS technologies can identify specific bacterial biofilms in clinical (Huebinger et Grumaz et al., 2016 Franklin et al., 2015 Grumaz et al., 2016 Barzon et al., 2011 Douterelo et al., 2014 Metzker, 2010 Fluorescence-based microscopy techniques A number of advanced fluorescence-based microscopy techniques namely confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and fluorescence microscopy in combination with automatic counting software are applied in biofilm cells quantification (Drago et al., 2016; Freitas et al., 2014) due to their superiority over the CFU count technique (Freitas et al., 2014) . A report by Drago et al.
(2016) showed that CLSM is both simple and reliable for quantifying biofilm cells. An evaluation of fluorescence microscopy in combination with automatic counting software showed that it is precise, unaffected by person-to-person interpretation variations and distinguishes between a cell cluster and an individual cell (Freitas et al., 2014) . Nonetheless, fluorescence-based microscopy techniques have some limitations. First, a detailed optimization process is required (Hannig et al., 2010) . Secondly, in analysis involving thick biofilms, one is likely to underestimate cell counts due to fluorochrome fading (Dige et al., 2007) . Thirdly, the techniques utilize SYTO 9 that is expensive and does not properly stain Gram-negative bacteria (Stiefel et al., 2015) . Moreover, SYTO 9 stain do not discriminate extracellular DNA thus compromises biofilm cell count (Peeters et al., 2008) . Fourthly, mature biofilms form patches (heterogeneity) of cells that once spread on a microscope slide leaves only a small region of the biofilm for counting hence affects precision of cell count (Perez-Feito et al., 2006) . Fifth, CLSM utilizes complex equipment that requires stringent set-up conditions to guarantee accurate signals (Pantanella et al.,  2013) . Lastly, fluorescence staining images may not be interpreted correctly by a substantial subset of humans who are green/red colour blind (Hope et al., 2002) (Tab 5). Hannig et al., 2010 Fazli et al., 2011 Sohier et al., 2014 Machado et al., 2012 Pantanella et al., 2013 Dongari-Bagtzoglou, 2008 Daims & Wagner, 2007 
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